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Introduction

The creation of the National Security Council (NSC) in 2013 was the centerpiece of the most ambitious reorganization of Japan’s foreign and security policy apparatus since the end of the Pacific War. Prime Minister Shinzō Abe aimed to create a ‘Strategic Headquarters’ to better coordinate Japanese grand strategy across a fissiparous bureaucracy and political class. Thus, it was also the latest in a decades-long series of ‘administrative reforms’—efforts by successive prime ministers to assert political control of Japan’s powerful but internally riven civil service. Although it is too soon to be certain that this new ‘whole of government’ approach will succeed, the formation of the NSC is a potential watershed in Japanese strategic policymaking.

The improved crisis management, upgraded intelligence, and centralized security policymaking that Japanese leaders hope to achieve through the NSC are needed if Japan is ever to resolve the inherent tension between its desire to enhance alliance management and to reduce dependence on the United States. We caution, however, that in the event of weakened trust between future prime ministers and senior NSC officials, the initial successes we examine here may not be sustainable and bureaucratic infighting among powerful ministries could reignite, undercutting the new unit’s authority.

Background

In June 1954, as part of the reestablishment of the Japanese military under the creative banner of a Self-Defence Force (SDF) and the creation of a Defence Agency, formal authority for national security decision making was assigned to a National Defence Council (NDC- Kokubō Kaigi) supported by its secretariat temporarily placed in the Prime Minister’s Cabinet Office (Sōrifu).[1] This new organ comprised five Cabinet ministers and had nominal responsibility for developing a ‘basic policy’ for national defence, national defence program outlines, policies regarding defence industrial mobilization, and other matters. Born in the shadow of Japan’s defeat in the Pacific War and US Occupation, however, it was riven with problems from the
beginning. Debates over civilian control of the military and the advisability of using the defence industrial base to power postwar economic reconstruction distracted the NDC from its main tasks.\[^2\] Meanwhile, Japan’s Cold War alignment with the United States was accompanied by subordination to Washington’s priorities, a relationship that rendered NDC policy deliberations virtually unnecessary.\[^3\]

Helping to craft—and leveraging off—a version of war responsibility that placed blame on the military rather than on the emperor, Prime Minister Yoshida Shigeru’s overt goal after the war was to “return Japan to its place in international society.”\[^4\] His tacit national security strategy, designed to avoid rapid remilitarization by deflecting US demands for contributions to the alliance while stimulating economic growth within a very favourable world trading system, would later come to be known as the ‘Yoshida Doctrine’ and last for decades. The central insight of the doctrine was that access to the enormous US market and advanced technology, combined with a low defence burden and cheap imported energy, would facilitate unprecedented prosperity. To the extent security was a central concern, it was conceived ‘comprehensively’ (sōgō anzen hoshō) to prioritize economic growth and pacify the left.

Indeed, as late as 1984, LDP elder and future prime minister Miyazawa Kiichi (a former Yoshida aide) and the scholar Masataka Kōsaka who coined the label ‘Yoshida Doctrine,’ assumed China would continue to act benevolently toward its neighbours and argued there was no need for Japan to become a military power. Even if Beijing were to shift course, they asserted, it was unlikely to threaten Japan’s security. They also predicted that the USSR and the United States would respect one another’s sphere of influence, and that the Europeans would help maintain peaceful coexistence.\[^5\] So, several years after China’s decision for rapid growth and several years before the collapse of the Soviet Union, Japan’s mainstream view was as it had been throughout the 1950s-1970s: Tokyo need not contribute militarily to regional or global security. Rather, as a great economic power (keizai taikoku), it could and should pursue non-military ‘peace contribution diplomacy,’ including foreign aid, active support for global arms reduction, backing for the United Nations, and cooperation with Asian neighbours while retaining dependence on Washington for military security.

Subordination to Washington also muted interest in developing Japan’s postwar intelligence community (IC). During the Occupation—and even after Japan regained sovereignty—its intelligence function was derivative, underdeveloped, and narrowly aimed at domestic enemies and foreign firms. Resentment of Japan’s subservience to its US partner—what one intelligence journalist has called a persistent ‘master-servant relationship’ (shujū kankei)—was one problem.\[^6\] But it was only one problem, and may even have been the least
significant. Japan’s intelligence units were small, non-comprehensive, uncoordinated, underfunded and, due to lingering political sensitivities (especially regarding the use of spies, or HUMINT), unnecessarily baroque. The main players were soldiers in the former Imperial Japanese Army, diplomats in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA), crime fighters in the National Police Agency (NPA) who controlled the Cabinet Intelligence and Research Office (CIRO), economists in the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI), and lawyers in the Justice Ministry’s Public Security Intelligence Agency (PSIA). All operated in a highly politicized environment of mutual distrust with limited central authority and even more limited public support.

In 1952, as General Matthew Ridgway prepared to return Japan to the Japanese, he insisted that the Occupation had pursued ‘a policy of forthright integrity, subordinating the acquisition of intelligence within Japan to the establishment of harmonious working relations with the embryo Japanese military forces.’ The general was preoccupied by the threat of ‘communist elements’ who would seek to use ‘carryovers’ from Occupation intervention as propaganda, signalling US intentions to continue controlling Japan. And, in fact, Washington’s lingering influence combined with what the Japanese have frequently referred to as ‘the evils of bureaucratic sectionalism’ (tatewari gyōsei no heigai), to forge a jurisdictionally riven and underperforming intelligence community that was largely irrelevant to Japan’s national security decision-making.

These problems reflected the larger domain in which Japan’s intelligence community was nested: a ‘reactive,’ ‘reluctant,’ ineffective, and derivative foreign and security policy establishment which did not support independent and robust intelligence activities to inform policymakers who practiced ‘karaoke diplomacy’ and punched below their weight in world affairs.

During the Cold War, and in the several decades afterwards, there were many efforts to reform national security decision-making. Two of the most prominent were undertaken by Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone. In June 1985, after a series of high profile counterintelligence failures including the revelation of extensive Soviet spying and several false starts toward organizational reform, Nakasone submitted to Diet a so-called ‘Spy Prevention Act’ (Kokka Himitsu ni Kakaru Supai Kōi tō no Bōshi ni Kansuru Hōritsu An). But the opposition parties refused to discuss the bill in the Diet, and it was opposed by moderates even within his own Liberal Democratic Party (LDP). After eight months of vigorous street demonstrations, the bill was withdrawn.

Less than a year later, in July 1986, Nakasone succeeded in establishing the Security Council of Japan (SCJ – Anzen Hoshō Kaigi). The SCJ—which included seven Cabinet ministers—
replaced the NDC and assumed additional nominal responsibilities for management of emergencies – excluding economic crises and natural disasters – for more than the next quarter century. Most agree, however, that its actual role was reduced to ensuring civilian control just like the NDC. Indeed, it met very rarely—fewer than 9 times per year for less than 10 minutes each time. Moreover, as its secretariat’s staff was seconded for short periods from other national security-related ministries and agencies and had no interest in undermining their home ministries’ power, the SCJ failed to contribute to an effective and streamlined ‘whole of government’ decision-making process.

Precipitants of Change

Meanwhile, Japan’s strategic environment was changing rapidly. As one observer has explained, after the Cold War Japanese leaders knew that they had ‘to face up to the country’s dependency on American-generated intelligence as well as the weaknesses in its own internal processes for collection, assessment, and distribution of intelligence for strategic policy decision-making and for national crisis management.’ As the Cold War receded in memory and relevance, several things happened to make serious reform possible. The first was that Japanese elites and the public slowly, but clearly, came to understand national security threats they faced and to appreciate the importance of independently collected and protected intelligence. Whereas there had been virtually no public reaction in 1993 to North Korea’s Nodong missile launch, the Taepodong test five years later touched off an uproar. Since Washington was invested in its ‘Agreed Framework’ and was downplaying threats from North Korea at the time, the incident also drove home to Japan’s security experts the high costs of dependence.

Second, and ironically, Japan’s US ally—the continuing source of much of its most detailed intelligence—began to press openly for reform of the Japanese security apparatus, at least as regards cooperation between Tokyo and Washington. A hortatory report by Richard Armitage and Joseph Nye in 2000 compared US-Japan intelligence sharing unfavourably to US-NATO practices and argued that ‘a strategic vision of intelligence cooperation with Japan is long overdue…. The time has come to bring our intelligence cooperation out of the closet.’

Coming as it did on the heels of the Taepodong launch, the US side was pushing on an open door. Reformers, including a former chief cabinet secretary and intelligence insider, Masaharu Gotōda, and the JDA vice minister Seiki Nishihiro, had recognized the need to create a more robust, effective, and independent security and intelligence system in the early 1980s, and their persistent efforts culminated in the creation of a Defence Intelligence Headquarters in
January 1997. In September, when the United States and Japan updated their defence cooperation guidelines, it became clear that US forces in Japan would no longer play a primary role in repelling military attacks against Japanese territory. Japan’s SDF now would have primary responsibility for conducting operations to counter enemy troops. To make that work, the Hashimoto administration issued a report in December that called for creation of a Cabinet Secretariat with political appointees who would staff ‘a powerful planning and coordinating body that shall provide direct assistance and support to the Prime Minister... [including] planning and drafting of basic policies for the national administration, the Cabinet's basic strategy ... [and] supreme and ultimate coordination within the government...’ Intelligence and policy functions would be separated—a cardinal rule for effective intelligence—and the political leadership of each would be strengthened. Persistent bureaucratic competition and weak political leadership rendered these changes insufficient, however. Smooth, silo-free, and autonomous Japanese security policy decision making remained elusive.

Meanwhile, that open door came off its hinges when, on one sunny early autumn morning in 2001, the world changed once again. 9/11 was not the first time that non-state actors had terrorized mass publics and upended the security communities dedicated to defending them. In Europe, Italy had struggled with the Red Brigades and Germany with the Baader Meinhof Gang in the 1970s. Japan had its own experiences with its Red Army Faction (sekigunha) in the 1970s and a sarin subway attack by the Aum Shinrikyō religious cult in 1995. But Al Qaeda’s highly visible and massively destructive successes in New York and Washington had an unprecedented global impact. Now analysts spoke of ‘non-state actors’ as the orphaned offspring of the Cold War, as inheritors of the mantle of ‘greatest global threat.’ When the United States attacked the Taliban in Afghanistan the Koizumi government acted swiftly—albeit in a limited way—to support the war. His strong leadership during a bona fide security crisis was a demonstration that the Japanese decision-making system could change for the better.

It would need to. After 9/11 several terrorist acts were launched at Japanese targets by non-state actors. In April 2004 three Japanese NGO volunteers were kidnapped by Saraya-al-Mujahideen in Iraq. Six months later, a 25-year-old Japanese tourist who had ignored advice not to travel to Iraq was abducted and beheaded by Islamist Abu Musab al-Zarqawi. In October 2007, a Yokohama National University student was kidnapped and released in Iran. But the severity of the threat took on special meaning in Japan in January 2013, when ten Japanese workers were kidnapped and murdered at their workplace, a Japanese-owned natural gas plant
in Algeria. Washington immediately dispatched a medical team in a C-130 that transported nine released hostages to German hospitals. The British likewise deployed a team of Foreign Office and MI6 agents. Norway brought in its army’s Special Forces medical team as the crisis was just coming into view. But it took Japanese officials as many as four days to arrive at the In Amenas oil field where the hostages were held. Moreover, Japan’s senior political leaders reportedly had difficulties sharing information from Washington and private businesses with one another in a timely manner. While such anecdotes are not an ideal measurement of intelligence success and failure, it was clear that the government lacked the capability to anticipate and respond effectively to foreign crises on its own. As it took place just days after Abe became Prime Minister for the second time, this crisis precipitated a renewed effort to reconstruct Japan’s foreign and security policy infrastructure.

Finally, and perhaps most menacing of all, the US military had lost exclusive control of the air and sea near the Chinese coast, a portentous geostrategic shift. China was now an acknowledged threat to Japanese security. In 2005, Japan’s GDP was roughly twice that of China’s. By 2013, China’s GDP had grown to more than twice that of Japan’s. Differential economic growth rates impinged directly on Japanese security. In step with economic expansion, Chinese military budgets grew between 2003 and 2013 to some $114 billion. Japan’s defence budget, in contrast, contracted during this same period and was less than one half the size of China’s by 2013. Observing this, Yoshifumi Hibako, former chief of staff of the Ground Self-Defence Force, stated flatly that ‘The security environment surrounding Japan now is worse than it was during the Cold War.’

As the balance of power shifted perceptibly—and in the wake of several highly visible US intelligence failures (e.g., 9/11, and the Iraq WMD)—Japan, like many other US allies, began to question whether the United States would (or even could) really double down on its Cold War dominance. This concern was made more acute by Tokyo’s own crisis management lapses abroad and failures in disaster relief at home. It seemed clear to many that the time had come to reconstruct Tokyo’s security policymaking and intelligence infrastructure. Their answer was the creation of a National Security Council in the Cabinet.

Standing up the NSC

Prime Minister Abe had been working on this initiative for years with trusted allies in the LDP and the bureaucracy. The leading champion for intelligence reform was LDP elder and foreign minister, Nobutaka Machimura. The lower-profile champion of the broader NSC and security policymaking reform was Shōtarō Yachi of the Foreign Ministry, who would become Japan’s
first Secretary-General of the National Security Secretariat (NSS) under the new NSC system. Both had participated energetically in a cascade of commissions and policy studies and contributed to the drafting of new legislation and formal plans for the new NSC.

Machimura began to promote reform of the intelligence community right after 9/11 in 2001, when he chaired the LDP’s General Council. In 2005, when he was foreign minister, he assembled a group of distinguished strategic thinkers outside the government to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of Japan’s intelligence capabilities with an eye toward how MOFA’s intelligence bureau might better contribute to foreign policy making. The group’s September 2005 report, ‘Toward the Strengthening of External Intelligence Capabilities,’ called on MOFA to train intelligence analysts, generate HUMINT expertise, and overhaul its rules on information protection. Concurrently, Machimura led an LDP Policy Research Committee which issued a report in June 2006 in the wake of Japanese hostage incidents in Iraq and the suicide of a compromised Japanese consular official in Shanghai that illuminated the weaknesses in Japan’s intelligence community. Its ‘Proposal on the Strengthening of National Intelligence Capabilities (Kokka no Jōhō Kinō Kyōka ni Kansuru Teigen)’ called for regular ministerial intelligence meetings at which intelligence requests would be issued and estimates would be presented. Toward that end, it also called for elevation of the status of Japan’s senior intelligence official, the CIRO director, so that he could attend these meetings, to facilitate intelligence sharing across ministries that have always jealously guarded the information they collect and analyse.

The LDP study also recommended creation of a new organization of professional HUMINT officers under the jurisdiction of the CIRO director. To facilitate this, the report called for a government-wide security clearance system as well as more stringent classification rules. Finally—and remarkably for a conservative group—Machimura’s LDP study group called for creation of a Diet Intelligence Committee to conduct oversight of the intelligence community. Once Machimura became Chief Cabinet Secretary in 2007—but only after protracted internal bickering among ministries and their allied politicians and multiple subsequent official reports—these reforms, excluding those regarding HUMINT, were implemented to his general satisfaction.

Yachi, Japan’s top professional diplomat during the first Abe administration in 2006-2007 and one of a small number of bureaucrats who enjoyed Abe’s full confidence, worked with senior political leaders on the larger issue—creation of the NSC. This was an issue about which Abe cared deeply. Earlier, during the July 2006 North Korean missile crisis, when Abe was Prime Minister Koizumi’s chief cabinet secretary, he was in nearly daily contact with US
National Security Advisor, Stephen Hadley—an experience that made him keenly aware of the need for a parallel Japanese organization to support national security decision making.\(^{29}\) In particular, Abe became convinced that only centralized political leadership could prevent bureaucrats from pulling the strings.\(^{30}\)

But centralizing Japan’s political leadership of national security policymaking proved no small task. In late 2006, Prime Minister Abe asked Special Advisor to the Prime Minister (National Security) Yuriko Koike to serve as deputy chair of the Council on the Strengthening of Cabinet Capabilities for National Security Decision Making (\textit{Kokka Anzen Hoshō ni Kansuru Kantei Kinō Kyōka Kaigi}), a commission charged with generating a plan for creating an NSC that he would chair. Koike subsequently visited Washington to meet Hadley to the consternation of Chief Cabinet Secretary Yasuhisa Shiozaki, who then took pains to remind Hadley on the phone that he, not Koike, was Hadley’s Japanese counterpart.\(^{31}\) Such seemingly minor political struggles provided elbow room for bureaucrats determined to protect their prerogatives, which they did with some success.\(^{32}\) The Abe-Koike Council concluded in its February 2007 report that an NSC “will be the prime minister’s advisory organ just like the current Security Council of Japan and will not change jurisdictions of relevant ministries such as MOFA and the Ministry of Defence (MOD).”\(^{33}\) The bureaucrats’ victory seemed assured when Abe suddenly resigned in September 2007 and political leadership for national security policy reform lost momentum. His successor, Yasuo Fukuda, withdrew the relevant draft legislation altogether.\(^{34}\)

But perhaps to Fukuda’s surprise, enhancing political leadership and creating a Japanese NSC had broad, supra-partisan support. The 2009 electoral manifesto of the chief opposition party, the Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ), famously targeted bureaucrats, sought to reduce US dominance of Japanese policy, and promised to create a National Strategy Bureau (\textit{Kokka Senryaku Kyoku}). Immediately after the DPJ’s historic victory in August, Prime Minister Yukio Hatoyama established a National Strategy Office (NSO, \textit{Kokka Senryaku Shitsu}) modeled on Britain’s Policy Unit that recruits staff widely from inside and outside the government.\(^{35}\) But the NSO suffered from a lack of organizational \textit{esprit} and drifted without clear direction from the inexperienced DPJ leadership.\(^{36}\) Hatoyama’s successor, Naoto Kan (also of the DPJ), attempted to upgrade the NSO to something similar to what Abe had been pursuing in 2007, hoping it could inject effective discipline into national security decision-making.\(^{37}\) For example, the Kan Administration’s 2010 National Defence Program Guidelines stated that ‘the Government will establish a body in the Prime Minister’s Office which will be responsible for national security policy coordination among relevant ministers and for providing advice to the
It also called for ‘strengthening the information security system that extends across ministries and agencies so as to facilitate information sharing among them...’

However, the DPJ’s defeat in the 2010 Upper House election and its crisis management problems after the March 2011 triple disaster in north-eastern Japan made it difficult for Kan to expedite deliberations regarding what was suddenly a less urgent matter. The effort was handed down to a DPJ Working Team on Intelligence and the NSC (Interijensu NSC Wākingu Chīmu), led by Maehara Seiji, Chairman of the Policy Research Council, and Ōno Motohiro, a Parliamentary Vice-Minister of Defence, that continued in relative obscurity to design a Japanese NSC. While the victory of the Abe-led LDP in a December 2012 Lower House election revived momentum for a Japanese NSC, the DPJ’s three-year effort to strengthen security policy decision making and to centralize it under political leadership paved the way for Abe to move NSC legislation quickly through Diet.

Indeed, immediately upon his return to power in December 2012, Abe called upon Yachi, by then in the private sector, to help resurrect his plans for establishing the National Security Council. He appointed Yachi to both the Council on Security and Defence Capabilities (Anzen Hoshō to Bōeiryoku ni Kansuru Kondankai) and the Advisory Council on the Establishment of a National Security Council (Kokka Anzenhoshō Kaigi no Sōsetsu ni Kansuru Yūshikisha Kaigi). These councils studied the US and British models of national security policy decision making and developed a hybrid model in which a US-style NSC would be supported by a British-style NSS staffed predominantly by secondees from relevant ministries and placed within the Cabinet Secretariat.

Prime Minister Abe repeatedly underlined the importance of creating a ‘control tower’ (shireitō) to improve Japanese foreign and security policy making by reinforcing the political leadership of the prime minister’s office. Reflecting in 2015 on his nearly decade-long effort to create the NSC, Abe acknowledged in Diet that the government had had persistent difficulty coordinating and communicating intelligence analyses: ‘Until now, the various intelligence units have not been coordinated centrally in the service of a jointly shared policy decision...’ This is why, after considerable study and debate, a formal Cabinet Decision in June 2013 called for an NSC that would implement an ‘All Japan’ policy process that would maximize communication of intelligence to policymakers on the topics they request, and that would minimize debilitating competition across ministries. The intelligence function would be enlarged, but it would be more clearly in service to the policy function. As one government document envisioned it, ‘policy and intelligence have to be independent of one another and separated under Cabinet leadership that collateralizes (tanpo suru) [both].’ A top priority in the creation of the NSC
was to ‘strengthen the connection between intelligence and policy functions.’ Cabinet Intelligence Officer positions (*naikaku jōhō bunsekikan*) created in CIRO in 2008 would further strengthen ‘All-Source Analysis’ capabilities and new guidelines were issued to improve intelligence collection, analysis, and communication.

Designs for the new system evolved through iterative deliberative councils and their reports, until final legislation was passed by Diet in December 2013. The result was three layers of ministerial meetings. The first and by far the most important among the three, a biweekly Four-Minister Meeting, is attended by the Prime Minister (chair), the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Minister of Defence, and the Chief Cabinet Secretary. It is tasked to discuss and decide a fundamental mid- and long-term direction for a broad range of foreign and defence policies – a new responsibility that neither the NDC nor the SCJ had assumed. The second layer is a Nine-Minister Meeting attended by the Four-Ministers plus five other ministers, who deliberate on the basic principles of national defence and other issues previously under the SCJ’s jurisdiction. And the third is an Emergency Situations Ministerial Meeting with the Prime Minister, the Chief Cabinet Secretary and any number of relevant ministries selected by the Prime Minister on a case-by-case basis according to the nature of the crisis. While handling emergency situations was also part of the SCJ’s responsibilities, one noteworthy innovation is that the new NSC now allows senior military officers to participate in Emergency Situations meetings at the invitation of the prime minister.

Since creation of the NSC was animated clearly by the China threat, Beijing reacted predictably. The *China Daily* declared that the NSC was a step along the path toward ‘strengthening Japanese military capabilities’ and reported Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Hong Lei’s reminder that ‘for historical reasons, all Asian countries pay great attention to Japan’s military and security moves’ and his exhortation to Tokyo that it ‘respect the security concerns of neighbouring countries in East Asia.’ Experts discussing the NSC in the Chinese Communist Party daily, *Renmin Ribao*, argued (without any hint of irony) that creation of the NSC was an attempt by Prime Minister Abe ‘to monopolize leadership.’ One suggested that this signalled the rise of Japan’s ‘extreme right’ and another expressed concern regarding the possibility that Abe might try to ‘establish a ‘dictatorship’ with a ‘strong army.’

The NSC in Operation

In sharp contrast to the SCJ, its predecessor, NSC meetings have been held very frequently. In its first three years, the NSC convened more than 121 times—92 Four-Minister meetings and 29
Nine-Minister meetings. These meetings have legitimized the new structure by infusing the security policy process with both consistency and relevance—and, because they are chaired by the prime minister, with authority as well. Whereas the SCJ had been regarded as a ‘rubber stamp,’ NSC meetings have examined some of Japan’s most immediately pressing policy issues, starting with China’s unilateral declaration of its Air Defence Identification Zone (ADIZ), maritime security in East China Sea, North Korean missile and nuclear testing, and Russian behaviour in Ukraine.

NSC meetings are supported by the NSS, the new gatekeeping interagency unit responsible for collecting and assessing intelligence from across the government on topics assigned by the NSC and then for presenting policy options to the political leadership. The NSS is led by a Secretary-General, who reports directly to the Prime Minister, two Deputy Secretaries-General (concurrently Assistant Chief Cabinet Secretaries), and three Cabinet Councillors. When the NSS was inaugurated, these councillors were recruited from MOFA, MOD, and the Air Self-Defence Force (ASDF). Six policy units/teams were organized to supervise policy coordination and planning, including one unit for overall management, three regional teams, one for strategic planning, and one for communication with the intelligence community. The entire operation is remarkably trim by US or British standards. None of these units has more than 19 professionals, and most have fewer than ten. Security policy experience became the sine qua non for recruitment. So, despite a history of repeated – albeit unsuccessful – efforts stretching back to the early 1950s to include as political appointees security experts from outside the government, there would be no room for Japanese equivalents of Robert McNamara, Henry Kissinger or Zbigniew Brzezinski. Its rank-and-file positions are filled by career officials from the existing ministries and agencies, principally from MOFA, MOD, and the NPA.

The NSC’s architects were determined to mitigate the problem of siloed jurisdictions by other means. Toward this end, the NSS was given express and formal authority to gather intelligence once kept within ministerial stovepipes for the Prime Minister. Putting the best face on this past and potential problem, Prime Minister Abe testified to the House of Councillors in February 2015 that the new unit would stimulate creation of a ‘wide network’ of intelligence officials who would operate in an environment of trust, with confidence in the security of the information they share. He credited each of the component agencies whose analyses would be shared with, consolidated, and coordinated in the new NSS. In a system famously riven by jurisdictional competition—and in a domain in which secrecy is paramount—establishing this level of mutual trust and a norm of cooperation is a nontrivial
challenge. MOFA has to come to accept a policy role for MOD, and both will have to find more productive ways to engage the NPA—and vice versa. Meanwhile, some organization charts continue to show direct lines between ministries and the senior political leadership, suggesting that each of Japan’s sub-ministerial intelligence units—within the NPA, MOFA, and MOD, etc.—may still enjoy direct reporting lines to top Cabinet officials which may enable them to circumvent the NSS.[57]

The relationship between CIRO, whose director has always been an NPA secondee recognized as Director of Cabinet Intelligence, and the new NSS, which has assumed many of CIRO’s collection and analysis functions, is another potential locus of bureaucratic infighting. Under the new arrangement, the NSS is responsible for the flow of information between the political leadership and the intelligence community. It relays NSC requests to CIRO and other members of the intelligence community and integrates CIRO reports with information from other agencies and ministries.[58] Yet CIRO and NSS are placed alongside each other in the Cabinet Secretariat’s organizational chart and CIRO maintains formal responsibility to collect intelligence, conduct all-source analysis, and directly report to the political leadership if necessary.[59] This invites additional confusion that is compounded by reports that instead of relying on CIRO and other intelligence organizations, such as MOFA’s Intelligence and Analysis Service, NSS staff members actively cultivate foreign intelligence sources themselves.[60] In fact, it was NSS, not CIRO, that received intelligence reports directly from the United States regarding North Korea’s alleged cyber-attack on Sony Pictures Entertainment in November 2014.[61]

While the situation may improve over time as more government officials work for the NSS and return to their home ministries, the problems associated with bureaucratic turf battles and unclear channels of communication between politicians and bureaucrats may not all have been fixed. Given the legacy of mistrust across units, it may be difficult for the NSS, where MOFA officials are one of the dominant groups in its management positions, to fully trust intelligence reports from CIRO, which has been dominated by the NPA.[62] In fact, the NSS intelligence section is handling day-to-day communication to convey policymakers’ intelligence requests and provide the NSS’ feedback on reports from intelligence organizations.[63] The way this section is staffed—with personnel seconded from the NPA, MOFA, MOD, and PSIA—suggests there exist plenty of opportunities to bypass CIRO. In practice, according to a senior government official, most information, including military intelligence, is reported to the NSS through each ministry’s policy bureaus.[64] Only in rare cases where intelligence reports include extremely sensitive information such as unmasked intelligence sources or data that undermine
current policy that no ministry has incentive to report, might the heads of intelligence organizations bypass the NSS and report directly to the political leadership. Should this occur frequently—or if other independent ‘pipelines’ are activated—the system will be undermined, especially when, as is likely, the reports contradict one another.

Any remaining lack of clarity regarding jurisdictional boundaries may also undercut NSS authority. For example, when the International Counter-Terrorism Intelligence Collection Unit (Kokusai Tero Jōhō Shūshū Yunitto) was established in December 2015, it was placed in MOFA’s Foreign Policy Bureau under the direct management of the Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary, a position long occupied by senior NPA officials. There are already reports that the NSS may not be receiving all its HUMINT-sourced intelligence. Likewise, the NSC ad hoc internal working group that prepared security legislation to legalize collective self-defence in 2014 stepped on the toes of the Office of the Assistant Chief Cabinet Secretary (for Emergency Response and Crisis Management), which had long been drafting security legislation. Compounding the problem, in taking on this task the NSC legal team had to rely upon scarce NSS resources over an extended period of time, which could have led to a major crisis management failure had there been a military emergency.

The January 2015 hostage incident in Syria in which ISIS beheaded two Japanese journalists is also suggestive of this problem. The NSC convened its Four-Minister meeting at least three times to discuss Japan’s response to ISIS demands, and Secretary-General Yachi, along with Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga, played central roles in coordinating relevant ministries. But handling this kind of hostage incident still falls primarily under the jurisdiction of the Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary for Crisis (Naikaku Kiki Kanri Kan). While there is no public evidence that the NSS is proactively coordinating policy on critical issues such as cyber security, space strategy, energy security or foreign aid that could similarly impinge on others’ responsibilities, it will likely be engaged in these (or other) grey areas that could further stretch NSS resources and undermine the original goal for which the NSC was created. In short, haphazard decisions to involve the NSC by political leaders may be accompanied by unintended costs, including jurisdictional confusion and the inefficient use of precious resources.

The NSC is also expected to enhance the government’s capacity to respond to crises in real time by convening Nine-Minister or Emergency Situations Ministerial Meetings. Responses to North Korean missile and nuclear testing, to Chinese provocations in the East and South China Seas, and to stand up disaster relief activities are just some of the emergency issues that it has had to deal with soon after its creation and in real time.
NSC meetings have also focused on international crises in which Japan does not have obvious equities, as in President Trump’s April 2017 launch of tomahawk cruise missiles against a Syrian air base from which chemical weapons had been allegedly delivered upon the civilian population. Prime Minister Abe’s quick decision to support the US missile strike was connected by the government to the more immediate threat to Japan from North Korea. Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga Yoshihide told reporters after an NSC meeting that ‘the proliferation and use of weapons of mass destruction …is not a problem in Syria alone. It could also occur in North Korea.’

Many believe that the main mission of the new NSC, however, is not real time crisis management but mid-and long-term policy planning because this is what the newly created Four-Minister Meeting has mainly been tasked to do. It immediately began contributing in this domain. The NSC oversaw production of postwar Japan’s first formal National Security Strategy; it was central in generating the most recent National Defence Program Guidelines; it served as Washington’s counterpart in the drafting of the Japan-US Defence Cooperation Guidelines in April 2015; it was where the relaxation of Japan’s self-imposed restrictions on weapons exports was outlined in 2014; and it was where the current Mid-Term Defence Program was compiled. Much of the NSC’s mid- and long-term planning has been facilitated by regular meetings between Yachi and his US counterparts—from Rice to Flynn to McMaster—modelled on the successful ‘2+2’ senior consultative committee meetings between Japanese and US defence and foreign ministers. The GOJ has also used this 2+2 formula for consultations with India, the United Kingdom, and even Russia. These connections are optimized in emergencies by NSC hotlines between Tokyo and Washington and London, relieving the Chief Cabinet Secretary and his or her aides from sole responsibility for security and crisis coordination with friendly nations. Before 2018 surely its most important long term contribution to date was the role it played in convening the inter-ministerial discussions that led to draft legislation on the exercise of collective defence that touched off one of postwar Japan’s most contested Diet debates in 2015. Then, in January 2018, the government announced the NSC would be responsible for crafting the next medium term Defence build-up plan (2019-2023). This could enable the prime minister to set procurement targets that are driven more by national policy than by budget logics negotiated by the Finance and Defence Ministries.
Conclusion

It is surely too soon to judge with certainty if the NSC will produce all that is sought and expected from it. The history of intelligence and security policy making reform everywhere is, after all, littered with failures that stimulate subsequent reforms. Failure-inspired reorganizations—usually resulting from exhaustive studies by blue ribbon panels and/or legislative oversight bodies in democratic systems—have led to the enlargement of security apparatuses more often than they have led to their contraction. Indeed, the expansion of the intelligence and security policy community may be the most impressive example of rewarded failure in the history of public policy. \[75\]

That said, many early evaluations of the NSC were positive. Professor Hiroshi Nakanishi credited Prime Minister Abe with undertaking ‘more security and defence reforms than any previous Prime Minister,’ and says that he has ‘changed the doctrinal, institutional, and legal frameworks of Japanese security and defence policy.’ \[76\] Officials declared they were pleased by ‘surprising levels of effectiveness and interministerial cooperation.’ \[77\] Some observed that the perennial problem of stove-piping has been mitigated to some extent, partly because the NSS now enjoys legal authority to compel other ministries to share relevant information, a power never enjoyed by CIRO or any other predecessor. A Diet member in the ruling coalition suggests approvingly, but with tongue in cheek, that the NSS had effectively become the ‘Primary Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ (Daiichi Gaimushō). \[78\] Even the centre-left Asahi Shimbun wrote sympathetically a year after its establishment that the NSC played positive roles in decisions regarding a missing Malaysian aircraft and the crisis in Ukraine. \[79\] Although there are no public records of NSC meetings, Prime Minister Abe reportedly praised the NSC’s performance during an NSC Four-Minister Meeting in December 2014, remarking upon how ‘relevant information is now better sorted out and easier to understand.’ \[80\]

There is certainly evidence to support these affirmations. We are told that because the NSS is established at a level higher than ministries in the government hierarchy, MOFA and MOD, which for much of the last half-century had coordination problems, now work together effectively at the NSS. \[81\] Another official confirmed this, adding that the NSC has dramatically increased the speed with which the Japanese government is able to make decisions on national security issues. \[82\] Independent data are scarce, but we observe that at the NSC’s Four-Minister Meeting convened on a Japanese holiday in December 2014, an unprecedented decision was made quickly—and without the customary handwringing—to transfer ammunition from SDF troops deployed in South Sudan to South Korean troops. \[83\] In comparison, in late November 2013, before the NSC was stood up, it took the government three days to convene a meeting to
decide on a countermeasure to China’s unilateral declaration of an ADIZ, resulting in major Japanese airlines acting contrary to national policy and following directions of Chinese authorities.\[84\]

The NSC has also been credited with contributing to formulating a strategy to deal with Russia, one of Japan’s longest standing diplomatic problems. NSC principals faced two contradictory policy imperatives—pursuing a breakthrough in the longstanding Russo-Japanese dispute over the Northern Territories as a way to keep Russia from getting too close to China on the one hand, and the need to condemn Moscow’s grab of Crimea and proxy war in Eastern Ukraine to demonstrate solidarity with the United States and other Western powers on the other. The NSC also is credited for attempting to normalize Japan’s relations with its other neighbours, China and South Korea. Its deliberations paved the way for regular dialogues between Japan and China, beginning with a November 2014 meeting between Abe and President Xi, the first Sino-Japanese summit in years.\[85\] Regarding South Korea, the NSC helped refine policy options on the comfort women issue, leading to the December 2015 agreement between Seoul and Tokyo that the principals claimed—mistakenly—would resolve the issue once and for all.\[86\] In short, no major foreign or security policy issue has failed to engage the new organization in the three and half years since its inauguration.

That said—and as we have argued—problems remain. Japanese intelligence and strategic decision making still is saddled by limited capacity. In July 2016, for example, a terrorist attack in Bangladesh left seven Japanese nationals dead. This evoked for many the January 2013 hostage crisis in Algeria because the Japanese government again found itself unable to collect sufficient intelligence in real time or to intervene effectively to protect its citizens. In his post-NSC Bangladesh crisis press briefing, Minister of Foreign Affairs Fumio Kishida seemed to implicitly acknowledge that the Japanese government had largely been operating in the dark.\[87\] Obviously, one should not conflate Japan’s HUMINT deficiencies with the NSC’s administrative problems, but a weak intelligence capability makes it more difficult the NSC to achieve the larger strategic goal of reducing dependence on the United States while strengthening the alliance.

Evaluating the NSC’s performance requires more than a catalogue of specific cases of success and failure; it begs for fuller historical and functional context. The NSC’s creation may be just the latest in a series of doomed efforts by several generations of postwar leaders of all governing parties to establish political control of Japan’s elite and powerful, but divided, bureaucracy.\[89\] LDP Prime Minister Ryūtarō Hashimoto engineered an assault on financial market regulators in 1998 and Junichirō Koizumi ran an ‘end around’ some of his diplomats in
2003 when he ordered troops dispatched to the Middle East. And for their part, DPJ Prime Ministers tried unsuccessfully to eliminate the Vice-Ministerial Councils as a locus of policy-making. Institutional change to rationalize, integrate, and gain political control of the mutually insular components of an always fractious (some would say fratricidal) security policy process—while simultaneously coordinating with allies and consolidating political leadership—will require sustained political leadership of a sort that the Japanese system only intermittently generates.

In this sense, it may be that both the greatest successes and the potentially most debilitating weaknesses of the new arrangement are connected to Secretary-General Yachi’s exceptional access to Prime Minister Abe, as well as to his de facto authority over MOFA senior officials – most of whom are his former subordinates. If so, the NSC’s future performance will be contingent on whether the government can find successors to Mr. Yachi who are similarly empowered to ignore the special pleading by powerful ministries whose jurisdictions may be challenged and whose policy roles may occasionally be trespassed upon by the NSS. Weaker trust between the prime minister and Yachi’s successors could easily revive bureaucratic infighting, especially between the NSS and the CIRO on the one hand and between MOD and MOFA on the other. This is indicated by the currently unclear demarcation of responsibilities for all-source intelligence analyses, blurred boundaries for NSS responsibilities, and the possibility of competition between the NSS Director-General and the Special Advisor to the Prime Minister in Charge of National Security. We know from Japan’s long history of ineffective bureaucratic reforms that efficient and ordered flows of information and swift decision-making cannot be guaranteed so long as powerful ministries maintain direct reporting lines to the prime minister. So, for now, we note the possibility that NSC successes may be contingent on two factors in the near term: the level of trust held by the political leadership in those who control the new unit and whether this trust can be transformed into the institutional consolidation of the NSC as the preferred venue for effective decision making.

* The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance received from the late former Foreign Minister Nobutaka Machimura, Professor Ken Kotani, and the senior Japanese government officials who kindly answered questions about Japan’s National Security Council, both prior to and after its establishment. The authors also acknowledge Tomonori Yoshizaki for his memorandum to the first Berlin workshop which has informed parts of this essay. Fuller accounts are in Yasuaki Chijiwa, ‘Historical transition of the security organs subordinate to the Cabinet and the Japanese version of National Security Council,’ The National Institute for Defence Studies News, Issue 170,
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